


SuperViz provides programmable 
low-code Collaboration and 

Communication components for 
web applications.



Boost Productivity in 
Every Dimension
Easily add real-time presence, video, 
and contextual comments to your 
web app in only days so that you 
can focus on your core product.

SuperViz provides a complete 
collaboration SDK and API for 
developers.



Our developer friendly feature-rich API 
and SDK gets you up and running with 
just a few lines of code.

For Developers, 
By Developers



DIGITAL TWIN AND 3D PLUGINS

We are the only 
collaboration SDK that 
supports 3D content!
Through SuperViz's unique 
approach, we bring immersive 
collaboration to 3D models and 
digital twins. Our specialized 
plugins ensure dynamic user 
interaction, setting us apart as 
leaders in collaboration SDK’s.



+



SUPERVIZ + MATTERPORT

Add Collaboration features 
to Matterport tours
Designed for seamless integration, our 
plugin elevates the digital twin 
experience. Integrate features such as 
avatars, video, contextual comments, 
real-time pointers and more into 
Matterport tours.
 
SuperViz’s Matterport Plugin ensures you 
optimize the collaboration experience on 
the Matterport platform effortlessly.



COLLABORATION FOR THE AEC MARKET

Remote Collaboration is 
trending in the AEC industry
Key players of the AEC market already 
enable their users to collaborate 
remotely, synchronously and 
asynchronously. This new way of working 
is elevating productivity and expanding 
the reach for companies that have 
embraced BIM.  



Reality capture companies 
offer collaboration as a 
feature
Companies in the digital twin and reality 
capture industries are offering basic 
collaboration features, such as simple 
video conferencing, but the experience 
lacks a sense of presence. 

COLLABORATION FOR THE AEC MARKET



SUPERVIZ + MATTERPORT

We’ve asked our users what do they think about the integration
SuperViz turns Matterport into a Multi-Player Metaverse 
Experience – it is more fun to explore together and it can 
enhance the team productivity when discussing things virtually 
on location. We have also made the experience, that SuperViz 
Multi-Player visits are better remembered by participants. It 
leaves a lasting impression.”
Florian Wagner, Mesh Images

Superviz is the most instinctive, natural, and fun way to 
collaborate within a virtual tour.”
Tony Pincham, Images for Industry

The ability to communicate with over 200 guests and up to 16 
main speakers is an astonishing educational and 
collaborative experience.  The truth is the use cases are 
actually beyond our current imagination.”
Tony Pincham, Images for Industry 

Matterport is a tool. Matterport + Superviz is a solution”
Dan Smigrod, WGAN

Superviz morphs Matterport into something it's not, a 
collaborative interactive software. Matterport up until 
Superviz’s innovation was simply a showcase technology 
of digital twins with very little flexibility.”
Abe Truitt, Dive Virtual

Superviz adds value to meetings that are normally dull like 
Teams or Zoom and you can easily lead attendees through a 
building to show them something.”
Michael de Vries, InformAR

Click to see all customer testimonials

https://superviz.notion.site/Customer-Testimonials-058f851bf8424cbeb1a4da7348335a79?pvs=4


SUPERVIZ + MATTERPORT

Meet in Matter
Our recent launch as an example of what can be 
built with the SuperViz SDK is a free tool to enable 
60-min meeting inside any Matterport space. 

Feedback from anonymous users:

“This is really great!! Excellent for collaboration.”

“Great service and first experience!”

“Thanks for providing this service and I can't wait to deliver 
the functionality to my clients.”

“Awesome experience - 10/10, smooth and reliable.”

“Amazing new feature! Looking forward to introducing this 
feature to my customers as soon as possible. My real estate 
customers in Milan are looking forward to this!”

+27%

+40%

Jun’23 Jul’23 Ago’23

Participant meetings minutes per month

✔ Organic growth in the last 2 months.

✔ Positive spontaneous feedback is 
proving the value it adds to end users.

✔ Working as a good lead generator.

https://meetinmatter.com/


WHY PARTNER WITH SUPERVIZ?

Key advantages of 
building this
partnership 

Using a ready-to-go SDK saves precious resources and time.

Drive market innovation.

New feature instantly available to over 700,000 subscribers 
and to millions of end users creates revenue opportunity.

Access best practices learned from Matterport users 
already collaborating with SuperViz.

Adds value to all Matterport use cases: Residential Real Estate, 
Commercial Real Estate, AEC, Insurance, Facilities Management, 
Travel & Hospitality, Manufacturing, Public Sector.

We’ve built it and tested it, 
now it’s time to boost it 
through a powerful alliance.



The SuperViz Components



PRODUCTS

Everything you need 
to build a complete 
collaboration 
experience

Video Call
Fully functional reliable video 
conference

Contextual Comments
Annotations, threaded 
conversation and mentions.

Presence
Synchronized collaboration 
made easy

Contextual Comments
Annotations, threaded 
conversation, and mentions

Video Call
Fully functional reliable 
video conferencing



VIDEO CALLS

Integrate reliable video conferencing into your web app

Switch between 
multiple view modes

Up to 16 participants
in group calls

Host meeting controls

Up to 230 participants
in Live mode

Adaptive Bitrate

Screen sharing with 
collaboration tools

Recording (Coming soon)

AI transcript API

Customizable UI

Integrated chat



PRESENCE

Collaborate with a sense of presence

Who is online

Real-time 
mouse pointers

Real-time pointers

Real-time caret positions
(coming soon)

Real-Time 
Co-Editing

Avatars

Presence
controls



CONTEXTUAL COMMENTS

Add collaborative commenting to your product

Real‑time updates

Conversations
in one place

Typing & Read Indicators
(Coming soon)

Resolve Discussions

Reactions

Notifications

Start conversations 
from anywhere

Mentions

Rich Media Attachments
(Coming soon)

Add comments to any 
element in 2D or 3D space



AI transcripts API
Summarize and analyse 
conversations

PRODUCTS

Extensions 
Maximize the potential of our 
toolkit with our extensions 
and plugins

Realtime data engine
Improve teamwork with 
real-time app property sync



AI transcript API for video calls

Utilize AI-driven transcriptions to 
obtain essential meeting insights
● Pinpoint crucial decisions
● Gather essential data
● Identify context and compile 

summaries for later analysis

● Generate concise summaries 
● Capture tasks and actionable items
● Highlight primary discussions 
● Monitor individual speaking durations
● Measure conversational engagement time
● Detect raised questions
● Pinpoint discussed topics

EXTENSION

Insightful Meeting Analysis



Realtime data engine
Enhance collaboration
Deliver a complete synchronized digital 
experience by declaring custom properties 
that will be synchronized between participants 
in the same room.

With our SDK we provide a real-time 
infrastructure to build engaginging solutions 
where your users can truly connect.

EXTENSION



DIGITAL TWIN AND 3D 

Enhance your platform
Integrated collaboration features for 
real estate, construction, insurance, 
virtual staging, tourism and more.

With just a few lines of code you can 
allow your users to meet virtually 
inside remote spaces to showcase, 
sell, and collaborate with a sense of 
presence.



BUILT FOR DEVELOPERS

All that's needed for 
developers to swiftly 
bring ideas to life.
From prototype to product, our 
tools make it fast and easy for 
developers.

Easily track your usage, products, 
API keys, and more.Dashboard

Our UI elements adapt to any 
screen size and orientation.

Responsive design

Public GitHub repositories with 
support and issue management.GitHub

Practical guides designed for a 
quick start.Tutorials & examples

Seamlessly embed our 
components with minimal 
coding.

Low code



LEADERSHIP TEAM

CEO

Experienced director with 15+ years of international 
leadership in digital product and web development. Tommy’s 
vast experience includes work in Europe, USA and South 
America.

Tommy started his career as a full-stack developer working 
at the global IT consulting company Valtech A/S Denmark.

From 2008 to 2016, Tommy served as Technology Director at 
SuperUber.

Tommy co-founded the Copenhagen based agency The 
Martians in 2016, a web development services company 
before joining SuperViz in 2020.

linkedin.com/in/tommylindestrom/

Tommy Lindestrøm

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tommylindestrom/


LEADERSHIP TEAM

Founder & Chairman

A serial entrepreneur with experience building enterprise 
SaaS companies. In 1998 Russ co-founded Everdream, one 
of the first enterprise SaaS companies, with his brother 
Lyndon Rive.

Everdream provided a platform for automating desktop 
management for large distributed enterprises. Everdream 
was acquired by Dell in 2007. 

Russ co-founded SuperUber (2004), a high-tech immersive 
experience design agency, with Liana Brazil.

Russ founded SuperViz in 2019 to build technologies that 
bring people together virtually with a sense of presence.

Russ has a background in electronics and software and 
holds 4 patents in the area of automating remote services 
through the internet.

linkedin.com/in/russ-rive-90a1261/

Russ Rive

http://linkedin.com/in/russ-rive-90a1261/


Thank you!
Visit SuperViz.com 
for more information

contact@superviz.com

linkedin.com/company/superviz

superviz.com/sdk-for-matterport

mailto:contact@superviz.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/superviz
http://superviz.com/sdk-for-matterport

